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Journey of the Seed
Facilitator Guide
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Welcome!
I’m grateful for your interest in facilitating a Bible reading group.
This Journey of the Seed reading plan covers one third of the Bible in 60-days, focused
on the Bible’s main history and overall narrative (The Seed). See below for how the plan
is organized and a comparison to the full, 60-Day Bible reading experience:

Week

Theme

Section of Bible

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

The Beginning, the Patriarchs
Escape from Egypt, the Law
The Promised Land and Judges
The Kings - race to the top
The Kings - race to the bottom
Release from Captivity; Prophets
The Gospels
NT History
Revelation

Law (Pentateuch)
Law (Pentateuch)
History
History
History
History, Prophets
Gospels
History
Apocalypse

Bible Reading Plan comparisons:
Plan Duration
% of Bible
Bible Content
Daily Reading
Reading
experience

60-day Journey Plan
60 days
33%
Includes all of History; Excludes
all of Poetry, much of Prophets,
most of NT Epistles
20-30 minutes
Focus on the Bible’s big picture
narrative (The Seed)

60-day Power Read Plan
60 days
100%
Entire Bible
60-75 minutes
Focus on the Bible’s big picture
narrative, while also becoming more
familiar with the entire Bible’s
content and flow; for many, a first
time to read the Bible.
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Notes about facilitating a Bible Reading Group
-

It’s easy! You can do it J
The facilitator’s main role is Encouragement and helpful Accountability.
You can lean on the facilitator notes as much or little as you like.
Flexibility is key – you don’t have to cover all the content each week.
Many discussions develop organically. People learn much through reading and
are often eager to share their observations.
This facilitator outline follows the 33% Reading Plan. Some participants may be
interested in reading the 100% Bible reading plan… and that’s great! But weekly
discussions will track the 33% reading pace.
Some people prefer reading, some prefer audio Bible listening, some do
combination of both. Both methods are welcome.
I suggest the Journey of the Seed book as a supplemental resource for your group
experience. The 60 daily summaries help keep the Bible’s big picture in view.
Key themes to focus on are
o “The Seed” – tracking the genealogy from Adam to Christ
o God Character– God’s sovereignty, God’s judgments, God’s justice,
grace, mercy, etc.

Helpful References, Journey of the Seed
Page 24-25, 60-Day Reading Plan
Page 26, The Bible’s Big Picture Timeline (also page 23 in this document)
Page 27, Adam to Christ Family Tree (also page 24 in this document)
Page 28, Key Biblical Resets

Bible’s Big Picture
At the end of each week’s lesson is a recap of the Bible’s Big Picture. We’ll build on this
statement throughout the 60 days.
I treasure your feedback! Please reach out if you have questions or suggestions. This
guide is an evolving document based on the feedback of others.
Jeff
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Week 1 (Days 1-7)
Genesis 1-50

Reflections

| Share about your reading experience this past week?
[In general, we’re checking in on how the readers are doing. Are you keeping pace? How
long is it taking you to read each day? Are you mostly reading, audio listening or both?
What are you learning about yourself, time management and priorities, etc.?]

The “Seed”
And I will put enmity Between you and the woman, And between your seed and her seed;
He shall bruise you on the head, And you shall bruise him on the heel. (Genesis 3:15)
[a]

The “Seed” will be a major theme for our Bible reading journey. The Seed starts with
Adam (and Eve) and travels forward for four thousand years, eventually to a man named
Joseph and a mother named Mary. Each week we’ll chart the path of the Seed as it travels
along our assigned reading. We call this exercise, “Tracking the Seed.”

| As we read through the book of Genesis, how far does the “Seed”
travel into Biblical history? (See Genesis 46:12)
[Genesis 46:12 mentions Hezron, #25. (See Adam to Christ chart); Genesis 5 & 11 also
offer helpful genealogies.]

| How does this idea of “Tracking the Seed” impact your perspective of
the Bible’s Big Picture? (see Timeline chart on p. 24 of this document)

| Consider the odd encounter of Judah and Tamar in Genesis 38? Why
do you think this story is in the Bible?
[Shows the transfer of the Seed in line of Christ. Also shows God’s sovereignty. The Seed
was not going to stop with Judah. It must continue through God’s chosen line. ]
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“Seed” Resets
Throughout Bible history, God initiates “reset” events that alter the path of the “Seed” in
a significant way. When the safety and wellbeing of the Seed is threatened, God steps in
to protect His plan. These resets are often accompanied by:
- a miraculous event(s)
- a famous covenant with God
- a symbolic sacrifice (to remind us how Christ will one day offer himself as a
sacrifice to God)

| Talk through the first three reset events noting the particular threats
to the Seed and God’s solution to this threat. (See p.28, Journey of the
Seed.)
Reset #1: The Curse of the Serpent – [The serpent tempts Adam and Eve to sin. Sin taints
the human race and mankind is doomed for eternal death. God’s plan is a
replacement “Seed”, a “2nd Adam,” that will salvage mankind. God promises a “seed”
that will come from the woman” that will defeat Satan’s seed.]
Reset #2: Flood of Noah - As wickedness spreads across earth, the Seed is threatened.
God destroys mankind and starts over with a new family, resetting the path and purity
of the Seed.]
Reset #3: Covenant with Abram – After the flood, once again people continue to cover
the earth. Wickedness follows. God selects a chosen people-group to carry the Seed
forward. God supernaturally allows Abram (later Abraham) and wife Sarah to have a
child in their old age and promises to birth a great nation through this Seed.

Bible’s Big Picture
The Bible is about the journey of the “Seed” that travels through 4,000 years,
consisting of 64 generations, connected by key “resets…
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Week 2 (Days 8-14)
Exodus/Numbers/Deuteronomy

Reflections

| Congrats! We’ve covered the first five books of the Bible. What’s been
your overall take-away of the reading experience so far?

Tracking the “Seed”

| Where is the “Seed” in our reading? (See Numbers 1:7, 2:3, 7:12)
[Mention of Amminadab (#27) and Nahshon (#28). Salmon (#29) could be one of the
young children who crosses over with Joshua, or was born after the Promise Land
entry.]

| How many years passed from when Joseph’s family arrived in Egypt
to the Israelite escape from Egypt? (Exodus 12:40-41)
[430 years]

| How many years have transpired beginning with the “exodus” (escape
from Egypt) until the Israelites are released into the Promised Land?
(See Exodus 16:35, Numbers 14:33, 34, 32:13; Deut. 2:7, 8:2, 8:4, 29:5.)
[40 years of wilderness wanderings]

Another Key “Seed” Reset

| How does the Exodus from Egypt show God’s sovereignty and plan to
bring about the special “Seed” mentioned in Genesis 3:15?
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Reset #4: The Exodus - Roughly 430 years after Joseph dies, the Israelites are now in
bondage. God has a jailbreak plan to give them freedom so they can survive and thrive
independently, setting the “Seed” on a safe path again.

Other Themes
Blessings and Curses – Quickly scan through Leviticus 26 & Deuteronomy 28. There’s
a significant covenant God communicates to the Israelites. It’s very simple. Obey and I
will bless you; disobey and you will suffer curses. This theme will be evident throughout
the Old Testament as we see how God deals with His people.
Animal Sacrifices – God installs a system of animal sacrifices. These blood sacrifices
symbolize God’s atonement for sins. While atonement is only temporary, these sacrifices
point toward a future blood sacrifice (Jesus Christ) that will be a permanent remission for
sins. As noted in last session, the key biblical reset events are accompanied by famous
sacrifices.
Nation of Israel - God is working a plan to route the Seed through the nation of Israel.
This nation consists of the twelve tribes of Jacob. (Jesus Christ comes from the tribe of
Judah). From the time of Moses, it will be roughly 1,500 years into the future until this
eventual Seed (Jesus) takes its place on the cross.
While Satan is working feverishly to destroy the “seed” carriers (Israelites), God is
building them for survival. This Israelite nation must be strong, independent, well
financed, heavily armed. And they need a government that can sustain order.

| Consider the various ways the Israelite nation had needs similar to
that of nations today, like the United States. (See Day 13, Journey of the Seed)
[Nations need laws, governance, a functional economy, welfare for needy, defense from
enemies, etc. God provided these needs through their unique structure.]

Bible’s Big Picture
The Bible is about the journey of the “Seed” that travels through 4,000 years,
consisting of 64 generations, connected by key “resets…
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Week 3 (Days 15-21)
Joshua/Judges/Ruth/1 Samuel 1-7

Reflections

| How has the Bible reading journey allowed you opportunity to discuss
the Bible/faith with others (friends, family, strangers or acquaintances,
etc.)?

Tracking the “Seed”

| How far has the Seed advanced in our reading? (see Ruth 4:17-22 )
[Mention of Ruth/Boaz’s (#30) son, Obed (#31), the father of Jesse (#32), the father of
David (#33). Ruth closes out with a genealogy of the ten generations from Perez to
David.]

Big Picture
Throughout Joshua and Judges, God is leading the Israelites into the Promised Land by
conquering enemies, driving out inhabitants of the land, expanding territories - creating
space for the Israelites to grow and prosper.

| Discuss how this fits God strategy of protecting and preserving the
Seed.

| After Joshua, God installed a new leadership system of “judges.”
From Judges chapter 2, what was the purpose of these judges?
[God raised up judges to save them from their enemies. God was with these judges and
gave them success as long as the people were obedient.]
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Remember God’s warnings from Leviticus 26 & Deuteronomy 28? God’s overall
working premise for the Israelites was blessings for obedience and curses for
disobedience.

| From Judges chapter 2, discuss how the system of blessings and curses
impacted the Israelites.
[When God’s children obeyed, God protected them and expanded their territory; when
they disobeyed, they lost their protection and their enemies plundered them - Judges 2:3,
11-15].
Toward the end of the period of judges, God’s chosen leader was the prophet Samuel.
Samuel grew up in the temple with priest Eli. But the people rejected Samuel’s sons as
their future leaders and requested a king instead. So at the direction of the Lord, Samuel
installed King Saul as Israel’s first king. Kingdom rule would continue for the next 500
years until Babylonian captivity.

| Exercise: Identify the related tribe (from Israel’s 12 tribes) for each of
these people below.
A suggested format for this exercise: toss out a NAME and let participants see how
quickly they can identify the TRIBE by looking in the Bible.
Person

Tribe

Person

Caleb

Aaron

Joshua

Samson

Saul

Boaz

Samuel

Gideon

Eli

Jephthah

Tribe

[Answers: 1st column - Gad, Ephraim, Benjamin, Ephraim, Levi
2nd column - Levi, Dan, Judah, Manasseh, Judah]

Bible’s Big Picture
The Bible is about the journey of the “Seed” that travels through 4,000 years,
consisting of 64 generations, connected by key “resets…
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Week 4 (Days 22-28)
1 Samuel 8 – 1 Kings 11

Reflections

| Coming out of the period of “judges”, God gives Israel a king even
though it’s not in their best interest (Samuel 8). What does this say
about willingness to give us what we want, even if it’s not God’s best for
us? (See also Deut. 17:14-20).
Tracking the Seed

| How far has the Seed advanced in our reading?
[David #33, Solomon #34]
We have a stunning statement by God (See 1 Samuel 13:13-14). Had Saul not disobeyed,
could it have been his throne (Saul’s, and not David’s) that would have lasted forever?
Why or why not?
[Actually, God had already determined the line of kings would go through Judah.
Remember Jacob’s blessing to Judah in Genesis 49:9-10?]
Just for fun, consider how the Bible would have read differently had God decided to
continue Israel’s kingdom through Saul instead of David.
[The Seed would not come through Judah, but rather through the tribe of Benjamin. Key
stories like Judah/Tamar and Ruth/Boaz would be replaced with other stories that chart
the Seed through the line of Saul. This is all hypothetical, of course, but shows how the
Bible we have today was shaped by the path by which God routed the “Seed” through the
tribe of Judah.

Another Reset
Reset #5: The Forever Kingdom (Kingdom of David)
God delivers a mega promise to King David… an unconditional promise. (See 2 Samuel
7:8-17.) David’s kingdom will endure forever! That’s huge! God speaks of one who will
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come and establish the throne forever. Nothing can stand in the way of this promise. It
will happen.

| Who will be this “forever King,” and when will this throne be
established?
[Jesus is the eventual King of the Jews. But his throne will not be established (on earth)
until future end-time events.]
When David sins with Bathsheba and murders her husband, God delivers a punishment.
(See 2 Samuel 12:10-15).

| How does this punishment affect the history of Israel and David’s
family?
[David will experience devastating bloodshed and warfare in his own family. These are
consequences of sin. The conditional covenant of blessings and curses resulting from
obedience/disobedience (Lev. 26 and Deut. 28) is still in effect.]

| In what ways does the punishment NOT impact Israel and David’s
family?
[David’s actions do not affect the Seed coming through Israel or through the tribe of
Judah or even through the line of King David. God’s covenant with David was
unconditional – his throne will indeed reign forever.]

Israel’s Rise
God is going to accomplish His purposes, with or without the cooperation of His people.
The Israelites, carrier of the Seed, will continue to transfer the Seed into the future. But
the path they take (pleasure vs pain) is up to their choices (obedience vs disobedience).
Under Solomon’s reign, Israel experiences peace and prosperity unlike any time in their
history. The news of Solomon’s wealth and reputation soared across the earth.
Kings 9:1-9. Once again, God affirms the conditional promise of blessings and curses
from Deuteronomy 28. "Obey me, all will go well. Turn from me and I will turn from
you.”
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Coming up… [1 Kings 1:11]

Israel’s Fall
1 Kings 11:1-8 - Sure enough, Solomon turns from God. Doesn’t it seem that God warns
us from the very thing that happens. Read Deuteronomy 17:14-20 and discuss – how does
this speak to Solomon’s situation?
1 Kings 11:9-13 – God addresses Solomon and announces curses to come. Meanwhile he
affirms the covenant with David, the forever Kingdom.
Rest of 1 Kings 11 - God works out things according to his promises and raises an
adversary against Solomon (v14)
1 Kings 12 – This is a significant turning point in Israel’s history. Israel is divided into
two groups - 10 northern tribes and 2 Southern Tribes. The southern Tribe of Judah
continues the line of kings from David & Solomon
Kingdoms are getting ready to split
Northern tribes and southern tribes
Divided Kingdoms

Southern Tribe

Northern Tribe

Name

Judah

Israel (I know, confusing)

Capital

Jerusalem

Samaria

First King

Rehoboam (Solomon’s son) Jeroboam

-

which kingdom ultimately survives [Judah]
why? [The Seed]
what eventually happens to the northern tribes? [you’ve heard the “Lost Tribes of
Israel?]

Bible’s Big Picture
The Bible is about the journey of the “Seed” that travels through 4,000 years,
consisting of 64 generations, connected by key “resets…
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Week 5 (Days 29-35)
1 Kings 12 thru 2 Kings 25

Overview
This week’s reading is a very pivotal season for Israel. Military dominance under King
David is followed by its greatest prosperity ever under King Solomon. But then sets in its
eventual decline, which will ultimately lead to the nation’s exile.

…and Review
Let’s review. I know this feels redundant, but it’s huge in understanding the history of
Israel and how God operates. God has a unique way of carrying out two parallel tracks:
(1) On one track – God has a plan and nothing can get in the way. His sovereignty is
undeniable, unstoppable. He marks his plan with a series of unconditional covenants:
-

The Seed of the woman will crush the seed of the serpent.
Abraham and Sarah will have a son
Israel will be come a separate nation
David’s Kingdom will endure forever

Nothing will threaten these covenants. These covenants are God’s method for transferring
The Seed. There will be a 2nd Adam (Jesus Christ) that comes from the 1st Adam (Adam
and Eve). This unconditional promise is initially established in Genesis 3:15, and built on
with Abraham (Genesis 12) and then again with King David (2 Samuel 7).
(2) Meanwhile there’s another path that’s dictated by man’s freewill choices. God marks
these with conditional covenants. In Deuteronomy 28 and Leviticus 26, God promises
prosperity for obedience, and curses for disobedience. It’s pretty straightforward
guidance for the Israelites.

|

Does it surprise you to see how God allows the Israelite nation to
crumble and fall into complete disarray and captivity? Why or why
not?

| How far has the Seed advanced in our reading?
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[From Solomon’s son Rehoboam #35, we run through the line of kings to Jechoniah #51?

| After the first five books of the Bible (known as books of the law), the
next twelve books are considered History literature (beginning with
Joshua, Judges, Ruth…) From the chart below, describe how the books
of Samuel, Kings and Chronicles flow chronologically.
[1st and 2nd Kings cover all the kingdoms leading up to Babylon captivity. Chronicles
retrace the history of 2nd Samuel and 1st and 2nd Kings, again, finishing with their
captivity.]
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Week 6 (Day 36-42)
Ezra & Nehemiah; Isaiah, Jeremiah, Daniel

Overview
This week’s reading consists of two groups of texts
- Two of the final three books of history (Ezra and Nehemiah)
- A sampling of the prophets (Isaiah, Jeremiah, Daniel)
History - God blessed the Israelite nation as long as they followed Him. And He
punished them when they turned away. It’s stunning to see God push the Israelites into
exile. As a nation, they were weaker than when they came out of Egypt roughly 1,000
years earlier.
But as is with God’s sovereignty, He opened the door for Israelites to return after 70
years of captivity (under the leadership of Ezra and Nehemiah). Israel never regains
strength as a nation, but just enough to keep the Seed alive until we arrive at Mary and
Joseph…. we’re headed there in next week’s reading.
Prophets - After the history books, we dive into a section of the prophets. These books
take us back to the declining kingdom of Israel, before the eventual Babylonian captivity
(on a timeline, this coincides with 2 Kings and 2 Chronicles). Daniel actually occurs
shortly after the exile in Babylon.

| How far has the Seed advanced in our reading?
[Read Ezra 2:2, 3:2; Nehemiah 7:7, 12:1,47. A key person surfaces in these texts. His
name is Zerubbabel (#53); Ten fathers later we arrive at Joseph (#63), the father to Jesus
#65.]

God’s Sovereignty

| Read Jeremiah 25:1-14 and 29:10-14. What does this say about God’s
sovereignty and control of Israel’s survival?
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| Read Jeremiah 33:14-18 – what’s the ultimate big picture that remains
intact?
[The “Forever King” from the line of David that will sit on the throne forever; that’s
Jesus Christ.]
It’s remarkable that God would use Israel’s enemies to capture Israel (2 Chron. 36:1721), and then to eventually release them and even assist them in the rebuilding projects.
Let’s look at some examples:
-

the Lord stirs up the spirit of King Cyrus of Persia to rebuild temple (2 Chronicles
36:22-23, Ezra 1:1)
King Darius affirms temple rebuilding (Ezra 6)
King Artaxerxes supports and supplies Nehemiah to rebuild walls (Nehemiah 2)
Through Queen Esther, King Ahasuerus issues decree allowing Israelites to
defend against and kill those seeking to annihilate the Jews (Esther 8)

| What does this say about God’s sovereignty and His plan to deliver the
Seed into the future?

| During the rebuilding periods under Ezra and Nehemiah, various
worship practices and customs are restored. Identify some of them.
-

Religious Feasts restored – (Passover - Ez. 6:19-22; Feasts of Booths - Neh.
8:13-14)
Gather and assemble the Levites for service (Ezra 8:15-20; Nehemiah 13:1-14).
Giving practices and sacrifices (Nehemiah 10:32-39)
Put away foreign wives – Ezra 9,10 (Ezra 9:2 - “the holy race has mixed itself
with the peoples of the lands.”); Nehemiah 13
Public reading and study of the law (Nehemiah 8:1-4, 7, 8, 18; 9:3)
Observing Sabbath – Nehemiah 13;15-22

Bible’s Big Picture
The Bible is about the journey of the “Seed” that travels through 4,000 years,
consisting of 64 generations, connected by key “resets…
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Week 7 (Days 43-49)
Matthew/Luke/John (Various)

Tracking the Seed
We’re finally in the New Testament. That’s when the Seed arrives on the scene. After
four thousand years of history, we come to a virgin mother bearing a child. That child is
the final Seed. Unlike all the prior seeds that were planted by a father seed, this Seed is
inserted by God. This Seed is God. It’s a mind-boggling idea.
The Gospel accounts report on the birth and life of Jesus Christ. Two of the gospels
present helpful genealogies. Matthew (chapter 1) and Luke (chapter 3).

| What differences can we note between the two genealogies?
[Matthew traces the line of Christ from Joseph, the earthly father to Jesus. Luke traces
the line through Mary. Both Mary and Joseph trace genealogies to King David, but Mary
comes from Nathan and Joseph comes from Solomon. Matthew’s account is only a partial
genealogy, while Luke’s genealogy traces all the way to Adam.]
Thirty-three years later, during the week of Passover, Jesus is crucified on a cross. He’s
the Passover Lamb. He died as a blood sacrifice, like the Passover lamb. He was a perfect
male, like the Passover lamb. He was the final blood sacrifice to permanently atone for
sins.
The Old Testament sacrifices were a foreshadowing of the sacrifice that would come on
the cross. Consider the famous sacrifice of Abraham and Isaac in Genesis, and the
Passover lamb sacrifice in Exodus.

| Discuss the various ways this (almost) sacrifice of Isaac resembles the
sacrifice of Christ.
[God instructed Abraham to sacrifice his only son; God sacrificed his only son. Isaac
was willing and carried the wood for the offering up the mountain; Christ was willing
and carried his own cross. Of course, in the end God provided a ram in place of Isaac.]
In the case of the Passover Lamb, the tenth plague just before the exodus from Egypt,
God killed every firstborn male child in every Egyptian home that did not have the blood
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of the lamb on the door. This is a striking foreshadowing of the eventual fate of God’s
own firstborn son who would also be killed on a Passover night 1,500 years later.

| In what ways was Jesus (1) like, (2) and unlike, the Passover lamb
sacrifice from the Old Testament?
[Similarities – both were blood sacrifices; both sacrificed during the Passover Feast
celebration; both were perfect males (the lamb and Jesus); not a bone was to be broken the soldiers did not break Jesus legs on the cross, instead they pierced his sides and
blood and water flowed.]
[Differences – the sacrificial lamb did not permanently atone for sins; the sacrifice of
Christ did. The lambs were sacrificed year after year; Jesus was the final sacrifice and
the end of the sacrificial system.]

The Resurrection
A dying savior makes no sense… unless there’s a resurrection. And that’s exactly what
happens. Jesus is raised to life three days after his cross crucifixion. And while mankind
continues to suffer death, we are promised a future resurrection as well.
This is brings us to the next part of the Bible’s Big Picture: the two resurrection events
(the resurrection of the Seed and what’s referred to as the rapture event in the future).

Bible’s Big Picture
The Bible is about the journey of the “Seed” that travels through 4,000 years, consisting
of 64 generations, connected by key “resets, focused on two resurrection events...
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Week 8 (Days 50-56)
Acts, Hebrews

Retracing the Seed (Book of Acts)
The Old Testament contains twelve books of history (Joshua through Esther). The New
Testament contains a single history book – Acts. The book covers the events following
the resurrection, the launch of the 1st century church. Twelve men were responsible for
spreading the gospels. It spread quickly.

| Notice Stephen’s famous speech in Acts 7 and Paul’s speech in Acts 13.
What strategy do you notice in how these men shared the gospel
message?
Both men sought to retrace the history of Christ. They did so by retracing the path of the
Seed, making connections to the scriptures along the way.
Acts 7 – Stephen starts with Father Abraham. All the Israelites recognized and revered
Abraham. Stephen tracked the seed through the patriarchs (Isaac and Jacob),
summarized the history of the exodus from Egypt, then referenced kings David and
Solomon. In a passionate speech, Stephen made ties to the prophet scrolls (Amos and
Psalm), showing Christ as the object of their entire Jewish history and prophecy.
Acts 13 – Paul delivers a history lesson in his speech also. He builds a timeline from the
exodus from Egypt, carries it through the period of judges and to David. Paul makes
numerous references to the Old Testament scriptures, seeking to prove Jesus as the
messiah.

Remember the Blood (Book of Hebrews)
The 4,000 years of animal sacrifices had a purpose. Practically speaking, it was a
reminder to the people of their sin nature. Figuratively, it was a foreshadowing for what
was coming: the blood of the Lamb….the blood of Jesus Christ…the blood of the Seed.
It was never God’s intention for man to offer blood sacrifices forever. But just long
enough for His timing to be fulfilled – when this chosen “seed” from Genesis 3:15 would
arrive on earth, live a sinless life and be sacrificed as a permanent atonement for sins.
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The book of Hebrews reminds us that the focus of the Old Testament is Jesus Christ.

Bible’s Big Picture
The Bible is about the journey of the “Seed” that travels through 4,000 years, consisting
of 64 generations, connected by key “resets, focused on two resurrection events...
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Week 9 (Days 57-60)
Revelation
And I will put enmity Between you and the woman, And between your seed and her seed;
He shall bruise you on the head, And you shall bruise him on the heel. (Genesis 3:15)
[a]

The Seed Crushes the Serpent
Remember God’s prophecy in Genesis 3:15? The seed of the woman will one day crush
the head of the serpent. Jesus will defeat Satan.
While the cross crucifixion and subsequent resurrection was a blow to the enemy, it
wasn’t the final blow. Satan’s final death blow - appointment to an eternal lake of fire remains ahead of us (Revelation 20).
Next Revelation 21 & 22 speaks of the new heavens and new earth. While the story
(Bible) we read may seem complete, it’s actually just the beginning.
Revelation is hard to understand. I can’t fathom all the symbolism and meaning of the
various judgments (seals, trumpets, bowls… ). But I still find reading Revelation to be a
powerful exercise.
Yes, it’s a dark book. Dreary, Sad, Frightening.
But here’s the key. These prophecies are reality. They will happen. Just as all the
previous prophecies we’ve read about have come to pass, these events will come to pass
as well. We are to be encouraged and motivated by these prophecies.

Bible’s Big Picture
The Bible is about the journey of the “Seed” that travels through 4,000 years, consisting
of 64 generations, connected by key “resets, focused on two resurrection events, which
set up one final climactic redemptive event… the recreation of the heavens and the
earth.
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Friends,
It’s been an awesome privilege to walk these sixty days with you. I hope this
reading journey has been a blessing to you and that you’ll continue to make
Bible reading a part of your life
I love hearing about your reading or group facilitating experiences, so feel
free to drop me a note at Jeff@JeffAndersonAuthor.com
Jeff Anderson
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Adam to Christ
Family Tree
Reference
1. Adam
2. Seth
3. Enos
4. Cainan
5. Mahalaleel
6. Jared
7. Enoch
8. Methuselah
9. Lamech
10. Noah
11. Shem
12. Arphaxad
* Cainan
13. Salah
14. Eber
15. Peleg
16. Reu
17. Serug
18. Nahor
19. Terah
20. Abraham
21. Isaac
22. Jacob
23. Judah
24. Perez
25. Hezron
26. Ram
27. Amminadab
28. Nahshon
29. Salmon
30. Boaz
31. Obed
32. Jesse

Reference
33. David
34. Solomon
35. Rehoboam
36. Abijah
37. Asa
38. Jehoshaphat
39. Joram
40. Ahaziah
41. Joash
42. Amaziah
43. Azzariah (Uzziah)
44. Jotham
45. Ahaz
46. Hezekiah
47. Manasseh
48. Amon
49. Josiah
50. Jehoiakim
51. Jechoniah
52. Salathiel
53. Zerubbabel
54. Abiud
55. Eliakim
56. Azor
57. Sadoc
58. Achim
59. Eliud
60. Eleazar
61. Matthan
62. Jacob
63. Joseph
64. Jesus

[Taken from “A Family Tree: from Adam to Jesus” copyright © 2014, Genesis Japan
obtained at https://usstore.creation.com/genealogy-poster]
* Name not reflected in Genesis or Chronicles genealogies, but recorded by Luke.
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TIMELINE
CALCULATIONS
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TIMELINE CALCULATIONS
[Blank form]
Timeline from Adam to Flood
Seed

Reference

Age when
son born

Date

1. Adam

Gen 5:3

130

4004 BC*

2. Seth

Gen 5:6

105

3874 BC

3. Enos

Gen 5:9

4. Cainan

Gen 5:12

5. Mahalaleel

Gen 5:15

6. Jared

Gen 5:18

7. Enoch

Gen 5:21

8. Methuselah

Gen 5:25

9. Lamech

Gen 5:28

10. Noah

Gen 5:32, 11:10

The Flood

Gen 7:6

Years from Adam
to Flood

[*Starting Date taken from the work of Archbishop James Ussher’s
Chronology from Annals of the World]
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Timeline from Flood to Abraham

Seed

Reference

11. Shem

Gen 11:10

12. Arphaxad

Gen 11:12

13. Salah

Gen 11:14

14. Eber

Gen 11:16

15. Peleg

Gen 11:18

16. Reu

Gen 11:20

17. Serug

Gen 11:22

18. Nahor

Gen 11:24

19. Terah

Gen 11:26

Age when
son born

Date

2*

20. Abraham
Yrs from Flood to
Abraham
* Shem had his son 2 years after the flood
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TIMELINE CALCULATIONS
Timeline from Adam to Flood
Seed

Reference

Age when
son born

Date

1. Adam

Gen 5:3

130

4004 BC*

2. Seth

Gen 5:6

105

3874 BC

3. Enos

Gen 5:9

90

3769 BC

4. Cainan

Gen 5:12

70

3679 BC

5. Mahalaleel

Gen 5:15

65

3609 BC

6. Jared

Gen 5:18

162

3544 BC

7. Enoch

Gen 5:21

65

3382 BC

8. Methuselah

Gen 5:25

187

3317 BC

9. Lamech

Gen 5:28

182

3130 BC

10. Noah

Gen 5:32, 11:10

500

2948 BC

The Flood

Gen 7:6

100

2348 BC

Years from Adam
to Flood

1,656 yrs

[*Starting Date taken from the work of Archbishop James Ussher’s
Chronology from Annals of the World]
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Timeline from Flood to Abraham
Seed

Reference

Age when
son born

Date

11. Shem

Gen 11:10

2*

2346 BC

12. Arphaxad

Gen 11:12

35

2311 BC

13. Salah

Gen 11:14

30

2281 BC

14. Eber

Gen 11:16

34

2247 BC

15. Peleg

Gen 11:18

30

2217 BC

16. Reu

Gen 11:20

32

2185 BC

17. Serug

Gen 11:22

30

2155 BC

18. Nahor

Gen 11:24

29

2126 BC

19. Terah

Gen 11:26

70

2056 BC

0

20. Abraham
Yrs from Flood to
Abraham

292 yrs

* Shem had his son 2 years after the flood
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